
Weston Warehouse Team Member-Part Time 

Feed. Engage. Strengthen.  

Working at Mountaineer Food Bank is a uniquely rewarding experience in 

which our employees work together as vital parts of a much larger mission: 
to feed the hungry in West Virginia. We are innovative, mission-focused, 

diverse, collaborative, values-driven and focused on results.  

We are a West Virginia non-profit and the state's largest feeding 

organization. Located in the heart of West Virginia, our mission is to feed 
West Virginia's hungry through a network of feeding programs and engage 

the state in the fight to end hunger.  

What you'll do 

We need an individual that can keep up with our warehouse team! If you 

enjoy hands-on physical work, are highly motivated, and a bit of a neat 
freak, then our warehouse is right for you. Our team works in dry storage 

areas to receive, store and redistribute to our Main Warehouse. Your hands 
will move the food that feeds over 250,000 people in West Virginia.  

Here are examples of what you'll be doing everyday:  

 Building orders to restock the Main Warehouse  
 Doing inventory it’s critical to our success.  

 Loading and unloading trailers.  
 Using cool equipment such as pallet jacks, forklifts and reach trucks 

(we do on-site safety training).  
 Keep our warehouse spiffy clean-food safety is #1.  

 Do your part to help us run smoothly and pitch in wherever you can to 
advance our mission 

And then there's you.... 

 Want to be the best. You thrive in a fast-paced environment with tight 
deadlines, and are always thinking two steps ahead of everyone else.  

 Not afraid to work hard. Working at in a food bank is tough work, but 
every day you are feeding a struggling family in West Virginia. 

 Willing to roll with the punches. We schedule as much as we can, but 

every day brings new challenges.  
 Team orientated. The person in this role must be willing to help out 

their team to get the job finished right.    



Of course... 

We are an equal opportunity employer and all applicants will be considered. 

We are committed to a diverse and inclusive workplace where we learn and 
work together to change West Virginia.  

This is a part time position, 18-28 hours per week. Applicant must be able to 

work a three day per week floating schedule from 7am-6pm, Monday-Friday. 

Starting wage of $12.00 per hour. Send resume, references, and cover letter 
to chad@mountaineerfoodbank.org by 9/25/2020.   
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